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g 2 2| 7 The remaining physical characteristics of the bullet, 3 
2 zi Q268, are the samo as those of the bullct and bullet fragmnts 3 _ 
z 4, 3%. recovered in connection with tho asgassination of Presidont 3 
20 ca i gona P. Kennedy and the samo as those of 6.5 millimster E 

Q ‘Wnnniiecher-Carcano bullets manufacturod by the Western Cartridge 
, Company. The mutilation of Ql8S prevents stating that it is 
—_S of voovern manufacture to ithe I aaa other sburces, 
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‘ Specimen 188 was fired from a barrel rifled with: 
. £our lands and grooves, right twist. Mannlicher-Carcano eg Oo 

. rifles ef the type used in the assassination of President | 
““. Kennedy (described as specimen Kl in Laboratory report “as * 
fa | PC-78243 BX) are among those which produce general rifling os 
Tag. . depressions such as were found on. epectnen © Q188.*: Laken Fades 
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Sonos OF Q188 “and because the individual microscopic marks left — ne 
no on bullets by the barrel of the Kl rifle could have changed 

subsequent to the time Q188 was fired, it was sot possible to 
determine whether or not Q1ss was fired froa Kl. 

re There are no specimens presently being maintained - 
Bas in ioe, National Unidentified Ammunition File which could have - Ee fi 
we. been fired fron the Kl rifle or which logically should be Suen ae 

-/ Compared with Q188.° Further, no bullets or rifles which are a * 
logically should be compared with specimen Q188 have come to 
the attention of the FBI Laboratory. since March, 1963. 

' ° he copper jacket and the lead core of the Q188 
. bullet were determined to be slightly different in compositions 

~~ from the copper Jackets and load cores of che a ane eB 28 ts. 
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‘fie Although - the differences 4n ounseltion between the... 
_Q183 and the Ql and Q2 bullets were small and do not {indicate 
that these bullets represent two different types of bullets, :- 
it was not possible to determine if these bullets cane fron 
the same box. It is to be noted that there is no assurance * - 
in the fabrication of ammunition that all the ammunition encing. 
up in one box possesses bullets from the same batch of metal, 
that is, with the same composition. 
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The bullet, Ql188, is being temporarily retained in 
/ ‘42. the Laboratory for comparison with ony additional bullets . ieee which BAY ‘be received. _ . | oe ane 2 
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This examination has been made with the i that the is with an official 

invesiigaiion of & criminal matter and that the Laboratory report will be used for official purposes only, related 
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EDWIN A, WALKER, APRIL 10, 1963 
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FEIFILENO. 62-109060 
LAB. NO. PC-78378 BX HB 

Examination requested by: FBI ? Dallas 

Reference: Letter 12/2/63 

Exomination requested: Firearms = Spectrographic 

Specimens: 

_ Q188 Bullet from Edwin A. Walker’S residence 

hesults of examination: 

The remaining physical characteristics of the bullet, 

Q188, are the same as those of the bullet and bullet fragments 
recovered in connection with the assassination of President 
John F, Kennedy and the same as those of 6.5 millimeter 

Mannlicher-Carcano bullets manufactured by the Western Cartridge 

Company. The mutilacion of Q188 prevents stating that it is 
of Western manufacture to the exclusion of all other sources. 
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Specimen Q188 was fired from a barrel rifled with 
four lands and grooves, right twist. Mannlicher-Carcano 
rifles of the type used in the assassination of President 
Kennedy (deseribed as specimen Ki in Laboratory report 

PC-78243 BX) are among those which produce gencral rifling 
impressions such as were found on specimen Q188. 

Because of the extreme mutilation and distortion 
of Q1l8S and because the individual microscopic marks left 
on bullets by the barrel of the Kl rifle could have changed 

subsequent to the time Q188 was fired, it was not possible to 
determine whether or not Q188 was fired from Kl. 

There are no specimens presently being maintained 
in the National Unidentified Ammunition File which could have 
been fired from the Kl rifle or which logically should be 

compared with Q188, Further, no bullets or rifles which 
logically should be compared with specimen Q188 have come to 
the attention of the FBI Laboratory since March, 1963, 

The copper jacket and the lead core of the Q188 
bullet were determined to be slightly different in compositions 

from the copper jackets and lead cores of the Ql and Q2 
bullets. 

Although the differences in composition between the 
Q188 and the Ql and Q2 bullets were ‘small and:do not indicate 

that. these bullets represent two different types of bullets, 
it was not possible to determine if these bullets came from 

the same box, It is to be noted that there is no assurance 
in the fabrication of ammunition that all the ammunition ending 
up in one box possesses bullets from the same batch of metal, 

that is, with the same composition, 

The bullet, Q188, is being temporarily retained in 
the Laboratory for comparison with any additional bullets’ 
which may bo received, 
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